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The Best Multitools for Every Situation
Innovative and inventive sidekicks to help you cut, tighten, loosen, open, or twist your way through whatever problem crops up.
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If you often encounter the unexpected, like to be prepared for any situation, or fancy yourself a real-life MacGyver—the type of person

that likes to waltz in and save the day, with your tool kit in miniature at the ready—then chances are you carry a multitool. These

implements have come a long way from the Swiss Army knife you dreamed of as a child. Today there are dozens, from a slew of

manufacturers, some with more than 20 tools/functions. We called in a batch to see how well they worked. Take a look below at some

things to consider when buying your next one, then scroll down to see the results of our test.

What You Need to Know

Multitools are designed to ll in when carrying a full tool box is not practical—and they can denitely get you out of a jam. However, not

all multitools are created equal, and even among the best, some of the individual tools may not work as well as you’d hope. When

brands try to pack greater functionality into a limited amount of space, compromises must be made. This might mean there’s room for

only one screwdriver, or that it isn’t positioned for optimal use. When buying, prioritize which tools are most important to you and select

a model where those are well designed and function appropriately.

How We Tested

During testing, we performed tasks to utilize every tool or every function of each tool. How well they did earned them a score on a scale

of one to ve, and then we calculated the average of all scores for a particular tool to determine how it stacks up against a mythical ideal

multitool. Note that, in their descriptions, manufacturers often differentiate capabilities of a specic tool to arrive at a higher number of

“tools.” For example, pliers may be counted three or four times if they can function as needle-nose pliers, regular pliers, wire cutters,

and/or wire strippers. In our scoring, we counted these as one tool, since the functions are often performed by one regular, full-size tool.

In our test, we cut rope, twine, lamp wire, 14-gauge indoor branch circuit wire, maple saplings and branches, paper, and plastic—we

also stripped the wire we cut and crimped electrical connectors. With the pliers, we gripped, squeezed, twisted, and turned various bits

of hardware. We carved white pine boards and maple branches. We opened bottles, cans, and shipping packaging. We disassembled and

reassembled an old British carburetor, an electrical junction box, and a standard three-prong outlet. Finally, we led wood, metal, and

even our own ngernails. No tool was left untouched.

After all that was said and done, we averaged the recorded scores, noted our impressions, and made out nal judgements. Below, you’ll

nd the best multitools available from the top manufacturers, a surprising value, and maybe a cautionary tale.
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Victorinox SwissTool Spirit X

victorinox.com

$105.00

SHOP NOW

Score: 4.5

Fresh out of the box, the SwissTool Spirit X impressed us with its t and nish. The tools are packed into the frame very closely, like

scientic instrumentation. With the exception of the pliers, all the tools deploy from the outside of the frame. You only need to open it to

use the pliers, which eliminates wasted time ddling with opening and closing it repeatedly if Victorinox had placed the 22

tools/functions on the inside. For the record, the company claims 24, but one is a coupling for a corkscrew that doesn’t come included

with this model, and the other is a point to connect a lanyard. We’re not faulting Victorinox for this, though, because the tool is still great

without counting those. While the needle-nose pliers with wire cutters, scissors, standard screw drivers (in three sizes), and the can

opener were good, it was the others tools that really impressed us. This is the rst multi we’ve tested that has a metal saw. The teeth run

along the edge of the le, so we didn’t expect much, but it cut through mild steel hardware surprisingly well. And the le itself did a

nice job cleaning up the edges when we were done. The Phillips screwdriver shank ares out at the end, so that all four points on the

head are the same size, making for very solid engagement. The wire stripper and scraper both work effectively. Although we usually

resort to using wire cutters as strippers, this open-sided notch, when used as a stripper, is sharp enough to quickly spin around a wire

and pull back the insulation. The Spirit X’s bottle opener is made from wider stainless steel stock which keeps it atter on a bottle cap,

helps it engage more securely, and makes it less likely that the tip cuts into the cap. The combination reamer-punch efficiently opens up

holes in wood, leather, and soft metals, and is capable of drilling holes through three-quarter-inch pine board. One last thing to note, the

Spirit X is plus or minus one ounce lighter than several other multi tools with similar spec lists.

BEST  D RIVER

Gerber Center-Drive

amazon.com

$103.00

SHOP NOW

Score: 4.2

Gerber set out to solve two main issues with multitool screwdrivers: being too short to reach into tight spaces, and the off-center nature

of the driver being biased to one side of the tool. The Center-Drive was the company’s answer. It has a three-inch hex bit driver, which,

when folded out, aligns with the center of the tool, making spinning the tool easier and preventing the frame from banging into the side

of what you’re working on with every revolution. If you have to screw or drive fasteners often, you’ll love this feature. While there is a bit

holder in the tool, the sheath has a separate pouch to hold extra bits. The other unusual feature is the slide-out pliers, with replaceable

three-sided blades for the wire cutter. We did notice a little play in the pliers and sliding mechanism—we knocked it a little for that—but

the pliers, cutters, and wire stripper did work well enough. Both plain and serrated knife blades were quite sharp and capable of carving

and cutting into wood and branches. The bottle opener was effective, although it did cut into the cap a little, due to its slim width. Other

than the plain knife and driver, the other tools require sliding open the pliers and pulling them out from between the handles, which is

awkward at times. The included sheath can slip over a belt or through a backpack strap.

BEST  SC ISSORS

SOG Snippet

amazon.com

$95.99

SHOP NOW

Score: 3.7

SOG’s diminutive, keychain-sized Snippet is built around a pair of surprisingly large and useful scissors, getting away from hard-core

tool-oriented functions. The scissors, which have arms that loop around your ngers, cut intricate shapes very accurately—they were a

pleasure to use. Each side of the Snippet houses three tools, all of which we found useful, although we’re a little uneasy about using a

toothpick that’s been in our pocket for days. One side has a plain knife (very sharp), the aforementioned toothpick, and a bottle opener.

The other side has a at screwdriver, a pair of tweezers, and a nail le/cleaner.

BEST  SA W  BLA D E

Leatherman Wave+

amazon.com

$99.95

SHOP NOW

Score: 4.2

The Wave+ is a capable tool with 18 functions. One of the best is the needle-nose pliers, which taper to a fairly ne point to get a grip in

tight spaces. They also feature replaceable cutting edges on the wire cutters and have smooth, rounded edges on the handles. The

cutters are effective on ne telephone wire or 12-gauge copper wire, as well as harder steel bailing wire. If cutting through wood is

important to you, the saw blade is up to the task. As for maple branches and scrap two-inch x three-inch lumber, it cut cleanly through

both. The cutting edge is wider than the trailing edge of the blade, so as the blade slices into something the sides don’t drag on the sides

of the kerf. The plain and serrated knife blades were quite sharp—there wasn’t a task they couldn’t handle. While the standard le was

adequate, we found the diamond-coated one specically worked very well for ne jobs, like smoothing burrs on metal edges. The

Wave+ has two screwdriver tools, one large and one small. The bits on both are reversible, with standard and Phillips tips on opposite

ends. The smaller bits are perfect for emergency eyeglass repair; the larger will work for many average screws. We found the scissors

worked well, although a little ckly when opening or putting them away—they need to be opened completely to store, rather than closed

completely. Overall, the Wave+ is a competent multitool when it comes to all manner of cutting, grabbing, and screw driving.

BEST  FOR OP ENING  P AC KA G ES

Defiance Tools EDC Utility Multitool

amazon.com

$24.99

SHOP NOW

Score: 4.2

As a utility knife, the EDC Utility Multitool is handy and effective. The fold-out, locking blade holder is well made and has a wonderful

quick-change mechanism that secures the blade rmly. In the base of the holder, near the pivot, is a notch exposing a small section of the

blade to cut string or twine—it’s a simple design that does exactly what it needs to. There are only a few other features on this cutting-

focused model. Aside from the standard knife blade, there’s a 2.5-inch saw blade that works surprisingly well. We easily cut through

maple saplings and branches, so we went to our scrap pile and pulled out some two-inch x three-inch cut-offs. It took a while, due to the

length of the blade, but it cut through without much effort. Rounding out the features are a bit driver with Phillips and slotted bits, and

a removable ashlight. The driver bits pop out of a magnetic holder and t into the end of the tool body. They certainly work in a pinch,

although they are a little smaller than average. The ashlight, built into a cavity in the tool body, is petite and removable. While it’s not

going to light the way on a night-time expedition, it will illuminate crevices where little parts have gone missing. The EDC will be good

for people who frequently use utility knives and could use a couple of other cutting options.

VERSAT ILE

RoverTac 12-in-1 Multitool

amazon.com

$19.99

SHOP NOW

Score: 3

Rovertac’s 12-in-1 initially caught our eye because users on Amazon rated it 4.5 stars, and we wanted to test some less expensive

options. While it might be a little bulky and heavy, we have to admit it’s a decent value. We don’t expect it to hold up to heavy use, but in

a “save your butt” kind of capacity, most of the tools functioned acceptably. The long-nosed pliers work reasonably well, as did the wire

stripper, and we rated the wire cutter four out of ve. The can and bottle openers worked OK, as did the various screwdrivers. RoverTac

claims the tool includes a saw blade, but it’s more like a serrated knife, which worked, just not great. The plain knife blade was sharper

than it looked and easily cut through rope and twine. The RoverTac multitool comes with a sewn nylon sheath to attach to your belt.

BEST  P LIERS

SOG Powerlock

amazon.com

$69.99 $57.65 (18% off)

SHOP NOW

Score: 4.1

The SOG Powerlock features a clean, smooth design with rounded edges and tool frame covers. It can be opened with one hand and is

very comfortable to hold. The 18 tools to choose from include ve for fasteners: three sizes of at screwdrivers, one Phillips screw driver,

and a quarter-inch square drive to accept sockets (not included). The quarter-inch driver can be oriented 90 degrees from the tool body

for more leverage, but the frame cover has to be popped off to use it this way. The Powerlock has a true needle-nose pliers machined

down to a nice point, the jaws of which meet very tightly and accurately, making it easy to grip small things. The wire cutter and stripper

also work very well, earning a 4.75 overall for the pliers. Most of the other tools performed up to snuff, with the bottle opener, can

opener, awl, scissors, and ruler all scoring four. The partially serrated knife blade was very sharp and cut through several materials

easily. The saw blade was a surprise—the aggressive teeth made quick work of maple tree branches. We liked the simple-to-operate

locking system, although shing the tools out from under the frame cover was occasionally awkward. The Powerlock comes with a sewn

nylon sheath that can clip on your belt while you’re wearing it, as opposed to being strung on your belt as you put it on.

EA SIEST  T OOL A C C ESS

Leatherman Free P2

amazon.com

$119.95

SHOP NOW

Score: 4.1

The Free P2 is built with tight tolerances, evident in its smooth opening and closing action. You can open it with one hand, and it makes

a gratifying click as the pliers handle locks in place. A nice feature of the P2 is tool accessibility—all of the implements can be folded out

or in without opening the pliers. In fact, the only reason to open the tool is to use the pliers. We rated the pliers, with their tight pivot,

strong grip, and replaceable wire-cutting blades, 4.5 out of 5. The wire stripper, included on the medium screwdriver, only really worked

on wire of a specic size. However, the notch for hard wire worked well up to 12 gauge. A typical gripe of ours with can openers is that

a wide tool frame can interfere with the can; but on the P2, the opener is the last tool on the row, so it’s perfectly positioned for

clearance. The scissors cut well and were easy to manipulate cutting intricate shapes, while the combination plain/serrated knife blade

was extremely sharp. Three at screwdrivers were adequate, with the largest being made of thicker material to resist twisting. The

Phillips screw driver is good on a wide range of sizes, and its at stock folds into the tool frame smoothly. And nally, magnets ensure

the frame stays closed when you want it to.

BEST  VA LU E

Gerber Dime

amazon.com

$23.00 $16.67 (28% off)

SHOP NOW

Score: 3.7

The Dime is one of Gerber’s smaller multitools, sized to t on a keychain. Despite that, it’s still built around a pair of pliers, like larger

multis. Those pliers and the wire cutters work well on small jobs, but be careful about trying to cut large, hard wires—the pressure it

takes to cleave through may cause a sudden cut where the pliers snap closed. (There’s also the chance of pinching a little skin between

the two halves of the frame when this happens. But in normal usage we had no issue.) Tiny scissors are included, and they work well,

however the blade overlap is congured in a “lefty” orientation, so it’s tricky to cut accurately holding the Dime in your right hand. The

tool includes at and Phillips drivers, a plain knife blade, a wide convenient bottle opener, and tweezers. The tweezers were machined to

a ne point, which made them better for digging splinters out.
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